It is quite difficult to adapt to the changing production scheduling problem for an algorithm of a certain question. According to this, a strategy of dynamic integrated iterative search algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the relationship model of production problem and algorithm is built. Secondly, the framework of the iterative search algorithm is proposed. On the basis of these, the strategy of dynamic integrated iterative search algorithm based on multi agent is put forward, which can easily adapt to the changeable workshop production environment. The experimental results show the effectiveness and adaptability of the system.
Introduction
According to the research of product scheduling algorithm, hybrid algorithm has become a hotspot, its basic thought is to design an efficient, robust and optimal algorithm through integrating different methods. For example, by combining the local search, it can improve the performance of the algorithm. For most intelligent algorithm, such as genetic algorithm, evolution strategy, evolutionary programming, ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization and so on, neighborhood search operators has a significant effect on the performance and efficiency. Therefore many domestic and foreign scholars have proposed many hybrid algorithms. For example, based on an expert system, Zhou Guohua [1] proposed a strategy that dynamically mixed genetic algorithm and other algorithm, and discussed the intelligent expert system's structure and implementation mechanism；Liang Xu etc. [2] has mixed ants' local search with genetic algorithm to improve the algorithm convergence and speed. Chai Yongsheng [3] has combined the memory function and quick search ability of the immune algorithm with genetic algorithm to improve the quality and speed. However, these hybrid algorithms are all for specific problems, hybrid algorithm universal mechanism and the general representation is not proposed, so are static integrate algorithm. These hybrid algorithms are difficult to adapt to a dynamic production environment. About the theory of hybrid algorithm, Li and Jiang [4] has proved the global asymptotic convergence of mixing the GA, SA and trends algorithm. Krasnogor and Smith [5] has proposed the elements of hybrid algorithm and there relationship model, and given some guiding principle to design the effective hybrid algorithm. WangLing, LiuBo [6] has put forward the hybrid optimization algorithm of swarm intelligence unified description, and analyzed the performance of hybrid intelligent optimization algorithm. But these studies only stay in theoretical studying and no specific realization strategies is proposed.
In this paper, A strategy on dynamic integrate iterative search algorithm is put forward. Firstly, the relationship model of production problem and algorithm is proposed. Secondly, the frame of dynamic integrate iterative search algorithm is proposed. On the basis of this, the strategy of dynamically integrated algorithm based on multi agent is put forward, which made the algorithm can easily adapt to the changeable product environment. The experimental results show the effectiveness and adaptability of the system.
Problem description
Production scheduling problem is to plan the production, such as the processing sequence, the lot sizing ect. It can be described as how the M machines process N Jobs to achieve the satisfactory results and satisfy the constraints.
The problems should be solved in this paper are: a. The description of the production scheduling problem. There are many classes of production scheduling problems, according the flow pattern, Maccarthy has divided the problem as Job shop, Flow shop ect. The problem is how to use a universal module to describe different product scheduling problem.
b. At the base of studying the problem and algorithm, the frame of self-adaptive iterative search algorithm should be proposed. The frame is the base of dynamically integrate, at the support of it, can we quickly generate the hybrid algorithm to solve the problem according to the problem's class, feature, objective.
c. The description of knowledge is another problem. It is the foundation of dynamically integrate algorithm and mainly describe the relationship between scheduling problem with algorithm and the relationship of algorithms.
Idea of dynamic integration algorithm

Production scheduling model
For production scheduling problem, when we design an algorithm, generally should consider the number of task, machines, Processing constraints and goals, that is we should first module the problem. Here, we can adopt Conway's [7] four descriptor system modeling to module the problem, that is the A/B/C/D description method.
A -number of tasks, the possible value for A is positive integer, it often with n. 
Algorithm model
There are many algorithms for the production scheduling problem, but each one has it's own feature. Analytical and enumeration method can solve small-scale scheduling problems easily but different for large-scale problem. The constructive [17] method may quickly solve the problem but the quality is usually poor. The iterative search algorithms such as genetic algorithms, ant algorithm, particle swarm optimization, evolutionary programming, immune algorithm ect. , often can find the problem's optimal solution form a single solution or multiple solutions by iteratively searching , and are the most widely used scheduling algorithms. Therefore the dynamic integrate iterative search algorithm is highlighted in this paper. Eien and Smith [8] proposed the general framework for iterative search algorithm that include six algorithm elements. On the basis of this the frame of the iterative search algorithm is proposed in this paper as follows:
Initial module While (not matching the stop rule) do Social cooperation Self-modify Neighborhood search Elimination mechanism EndW
The initial module complete the initialization of the individuals, it can produce an initial individual, matching the single iteration algorithm (taboo search etc.). It may also produce a number of individuals, matching the parallel iterative algorithm (genetic algorithm ect.).
The social cooperation module represents the information exchange and mutual learning behavior of individual in the optimization process, but the iterative algorithm does not have this operation.
The self-modify module represents that the individual actively or passively adjust its status, so as to enhance its adaptability.
The neighborhood search algorithm is added to iterative search algorithm in order to speed up the convergence, expand the search area and enhance the intelligence of algorithms.
The elimination mechanism is corresponds to selection modules and evaluation modules, it guarantees the algorithm can get a better solution.
It is not enough to only know the framework of adaptive iterative search algorithm from the perspective of dynamic integrate, we must describe the module in the database for future intelligently dynamic integrate algorithms. Therefore it is need to study how to describe the algorithm in the database. According to the need some properties of algorithms are proposed in this paper are as follows:
Name: the name of the algorithm Encoding rules: such as: coding based on the workpiece, Coding based on process ect. Category: Functions of the algorithm, the concrete classify is as follows: ①Initial module (expressed by the code 1)
②Appraised module(expressed by the code 2)
③Neighborhood search module（expressed by the code 3）
④self-improve module (expressed by the code 4)
⑤Collaboration Module (expressed by the code 5) ⑥selection module (expressed by the code 6, the Elimination mechanism is consisted by the appraised module and the selection module ) Special Interface: it is used to describe the information of special parameters needed by the module. In order to facilitate the communication between algorithms and improve the flexibility of the integrate algorithm, the common interface information needed for the most of the algorithm is replaced by public variables.
Performance targets: it's the basic index to chose the appraise module. Position: describe where the algorithm placed. Characters: it is used to describe the problems solved by the algorithm. Such as Job shop scheduling, Flow shop scheduling.
Scale: it is used described by the value range of N*M. Whether using directly or not: the value is yes or not. Mixture weights: it is used to state the probability of the mixture between this algorithm and other algorithm. Once success, it adds 1, the initial value is 0.
Outside the database, the common interface to facilitate the communication between algorithms and improve the flexibility of the mix algorithm should be described, in this paper use public variables and symbols to realize the problem, such as: 
Knowledge Representation
Knowledge is the rule of selecting the relevant algorithm to combine on the base of existing task characteristics and requirements, in accordance with the framework Iterative search algorithm , can described an knowledge as follows:
The type of problem: it describes the type of the task and is used to indicate the solved problem. Scheduling Objective: it describes the goal of the schedule Initial module: it is corresponding to the frame of iterative research algorithm Social cooperation module: it is corresponding to the frame of iterative research algorithm Self-modify module: it is corresponding to the frame of iterative research algorithm Neighborhood search module: it is corresponding to the frame of iterative research algorithm Appraisal function: the elimination mechanism is consisted by the appraised module and the select module Select module :it included by elimination mechanism Appropriate scale: (small, middle, big of three scales) Effect: it describes the characters of algorithm program. The probability of searching excellence: using the times of searching excellence or the times of algorithm executing.
Mean square deviation: it is used to describe the stability of the algorithm, solving the mean square deviation based on the goal of dispatcher.
There are two way to acquire knowledge. One way is to research the existing international and national scheduling algorithm, write the optimal algorithm to algorithm table directly and the knowledge of them to knowledge table. The Second way is schedule the typical production scheduling problem and analysis the resolution of it with the optimal resolution, write the good result to knowledge table.
The strategy of dynamically integrated algorithm based on multi agent
In this paper, the multi-Agent system structure diagram is as the Figure. 1, each problem Agent's duties is to receive production tasks, according to production tasks, check the production process information, if the task type can match with its own, then the task information is sent to according algorithm agent immediately by message system. The algorithm agent's duty is to dynamic generate integration algorithm or calling the current algorithm to schedule the problem. The main function of learning agent is to receive messages (algorithm mixed strategy) sent by the algorithm agent, analysis and compare the performance of the integration algorithm , if the result is better then write it to the knowledge table. The realization and the key technology should be referred to the literature [9] . Because of the complexity of algorithm agent ,so the it is highlighted in this paper.
Algorithm is the most complex of all agents. Firstly, it receives messages sent by the problem agent, and matches them. If pattern matches successfully, then it detects whether the current task algorithm exists in the knowledge base or not. If it exists, it calls the corresponding algorithm to computer, and then decides the order of the task. If not, it searches the algorithm table, determines the initial module, collaboration module, self-improvement module, neighborhood search, evaluation modules and selection module according to the turntable gambling probability, and integrate an iterative algorithm, then the integrated algorithm calculates the task 10 times, output the best result T and records the integrated program. As the performance of the algorithm is greatly impacted by the neighborhood search, self-improvement and collaboration module, so the neighborhood search module is written to the taboo table, and replaced by another neighborhood search algorithm according to the turntable gambling probability. The best result T* is outputted after running 10 times, compared with T. If it is better than T, then T is changed to T* and the integrated program is modified as well, otherwise the T is not to change, continuing the neighborhood replace until using out the times of alternative neighborhood, here the times the neighborhood alternative is set α=5. The same approach can be used to modify the collaboration module and self-improvement module. Finally, the best scheduling results are output and the best integrate programs are written to the knowledge base, the weight of each module used in the integrate program should be increased to improve the probability of module being chosen. in the future.
The pseudo code of algorithm agent description is as follows: Begin: While (detecting the problem agent sends information) If (the problem agent matches with the task agent) then To find the appropriate knowledge base matching the goals If (find) then
To computer directly and schedule the task. Else
The performance of the algorithm is greatly impacted by the neighborhood search, self-improvement and collaboration module, the neighborhood search module is written to the taboo table, and replaced by the other neighborhood search algorithm according to the probability. The best result T* is outputted after running 10 times, compared with T. If it is better than T, then T is changed to T* and the integrated program is modified as well. N=1; While (N<=α)
To choose the other neighborhood search module, replacing the current neighborhood module according to the dial gambling probability. If (T* is better than T) then T=T*; To modify the integrate program; End if N=N+1; End w
Replace the social-collaboration module and self-adaptation module in the same way.
Increase the corresponding weight of integrate program.
End if End if End w End
Simulation analysis
The system is implemented in VC++, experimented on the processor of P（R52）M1.86GHZ and 512MB RAM. The parameters of related algorithm are fixed value, for example the population size is 40 or 1, the probability of social collaboration is 0.8, the probability of self-improvement is 0.05 and maximum iterative algebraic is 200. In the process of dynamic integration, the replacement time of the neighborhood module, collaboration module and self-improvement is 3, 3 and 5 respectively. In the algorithm library, there are total 50 modules are collected such as the modules of initialization, collaboration, self-improvement and so on. Three typical production models are considered (namely job shop, flow shop and no wait flow shop), the targets is to minimize the makespan, every dynamic integrate algorithm will run 10 times. For the job shop problem, three typical problems of fisher and Thompson [10] will be solved, and compare the result of the integrated algorithm with the reference [3] and [11] , the results is shown in table 1. n is the number of job, m is the number of machine, Cbest is optimal solution, Pbest is the probability of optimal solution, Dev is mean of deviation , time is the running time of algorithm
The formulation of deviation is (1) and (2): For flow-shop problem, three typical Taillard problems will be solved, and compare the result of the dynamic integrate algorithm of this paper with reference [12] and [13] , the results is shown in table 2. For the problem of No wait Flow-Shop, three typical REC scheduling problems will be solved, compare the result of the dynamic integrate algorithm of this paper with the reference [14] [15] , the results is shown in table 3. Scale of the scheduling problem here, used to divide as the small-scale problems when n * m <= 100, the medium size when 100 <n * m <= 500 , the large-scale problems when n * m> 500. For the job shop problem, from table 1 can draw the conclusion that the integrated algorithm can get the optimal solution, however, its probability of optimum is relatively lower than reference [11] , higher than reference [3] . The mean deviation of the 10 times is lower than reference [3] , It takes 2.35 hours to run when sole the problem of 6*6, which is higher than reference [11] and [3] . But when solve the last two problems, the running time is only 3-4 minutes and the three algorithms are nearly equal. The reason is that the scale of the last two problem is same with the first problem, so the algorithm agent do not spend time to integrate algorithm, it directly use the knowledge of the first problem, so it run fast.
Considering the flow-shop problem form the table 2, can draw the conclusion that the integrated algorithm are better in the optimal solution, optimization rate and in the average deviation than the given reference. But for the running time, because the scale of the three problem is different each other, the running time of the integrated algorithm of the three problem is all more than 1 hours and longer than the given algorithm.
Considering the no wait flow-shop problem form the table 3, that integrated algorithms are slightly worse in seeking optimal solution than reference [14] [15] . But the optimization rate and the average deviation are better than the reference [14] [15] . Similarly, the running time of integrated algorithms in this paper of the three problem takes a long time because the different scale of the problem, But it only takes 3.36m to solve REC39 problem as there is a knowledge has been written to the knowledge table while solve the problem REC37. Table 4 . statistical data on 3 Algorithm for To demonstrate the effectiveness of the strategy of dynamic integration algorithm, the same no-wait flow-shop REC29 problem is resolved 5 times, at each time the knowledge table is emptied, the objective is to minimize the makespan, each integrated algorithm is executed 10 times and the optimal solution is recorded. Form table 4 the best integrated algorithm appears 3 times, the occurrence rate is 60% and these prove the effectiveness of the strategy. Compare the three optimal solutions of the three integrated algorithm, the biggest deviation is only 0.3%, and this also proves the robustness of the strategy.
Conclusion
At first, this paper analyzed the problem that should be solved for dynamically integrate algorithm. Then the relationship model between production problems and the model between algorithms is proposed respectively. At last, the framework of iterative search algorithm and strategy of dynamically Integrate algorithm based on multi-agent is put forward. The simulation has proved the effectiveness of the strategy. The strategy can make the scheduling system quickly adapt to the changing production patterns, improves the resilience and competitiveness of the enterprise. The effectiveness of the strategy has been proven by compared the integrated algorithm with the other algorithms of the reference on the same scheduling problem. The disadvantage is that the algorithm's parameters are set manually not automatically. We should continue research on how to set the algorithm parameters adaptively, how to divide algorithm module size rationally to reduce the complexity of algorithms such as dynamic integration.
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